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The set syseems determined by intersections are studied and a sufikient cond%ion for this 
property is &en. For ,w of graphs a necessary and sufficient condition is estakished. Some 
connections to other results are discussed. 
In this paper we study the question when a given set system is determaed by its 
intersection graph. We saiy that ti system Al, A,, . . . , A,, of subsets of sr @en ‘set 
X is determined by intersections if for every other system A’,, A;, . . . V A; of 
subsets of X such that 
Ai nA,fa iaA{nA;#(b for every i and j 





m[Ai]=A{ forail i=l,2 ,..., n. 
system 9 == (X; Al, AZ, . . . , 4) is determined by intersections if a.nd 
is the CAY minimal set representation of the intersection graph J2(!Y), 
(b) every automorphism of the graph lZ(Y’b is induced by an automorp%sm of
the set system 9. 
These two properties has been studied separately. In [l] the uniquely intersect- 
able graphs were introduced as tltiose which have (up to isomorphism) the unique 
minimal- set representation. Thus, a set system Sp has the property (a) iff a(9) is 
uniquely intersectable. An example of property (b) is given by the Theorem of 
Whitney [NJ which states that for arbitrary graph CS with more than 5 vertices 
every automorphism of the line graph L(iG) is induced by an automorphism of the 
graph G. 
Our paper is divided into three sections, In Section 1, which has an introdluctory 
character, some propositions concerning the =t systems determined by bntersec- 
tions zwe established. In Section 2 we give a sufkient condition for a set system tc 
be determined by interseztions. This strengthens a result of Wang [S] who proved 
that ‘the inFersection graph of a set system formed by all k-s&sets of a given 
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n-set (k -G&Z) is uniquely imersectable. From our result follows e.g. that almost 
all systems of k-subsets of rl-set are determined by intersections. In [S] and [2] 
those set systems 9’ = (X; A1, AZ, . . . 9 A,,) are investigated that every mapping 
q: {A.i; lsi~n)-,{A~; l-r < ’ s n} preserving cardinal@ of intersections is in- 
ducedl by an automorphism of 9. In 2.5 we mention some connections to our 
results. In Section 3 a characterization of graphs determined by intersections is 
given. This extends t!lle result of Alter and Wang [l] who proved that line graphs 
of complete graphs are unillluely intersectable. 
x.1. Let X be a finite set and let cx = (Ai, i E I) be a family of subsets of X. By a 
se? system we understand a couple (X, CX). A set system is called simple if cu is a 
family of distinct sets. (We will use the notation A E CY also in the case that (x is 
not simple.) 
1.2. Let (X, cw) be a set system, (Y = (Ai, i E I). We define the graph G = a(X, cu) 
as follows: V(G) = 1 and for i # j (i, j) E E(G) iff Ai n Aj # 4. The graph G == 
0(X, (x) is called the intersecitisko graph of (X, CY) and, conversely, (X: a j is called a 
set represer~tatisn of cf. It is well known that every gaph has a set representation 
[61. 
If (X, a) is a simple set system then we identify the vertices of 0(X, a) with 
subsets of X. For an arbitrary family (Y of subsets of X denote by cu, the simple 
family which consists of all sets appearing in iy. 
1.3. A set representation (X, a!) of a graph G is called minimal if there is no 
representation (X’, CC) of G with IX’] < 1x1. The cardinality of a minimal set 
representation of G is usually denoted by o(G). 
1.4. A set system H 
of pairs. In this case 
L(H). 
r := (X9 a) is a graph if it is simple and Q = (Ai, i E I) is a family 
O(H) hs called the li&le grapkz of If and usually is denoted by 
l.5. To illustrate thf:: definition, of the set represer.tation consider the following 
exam111 :s. If K, is the complete graph with n vertices then the minimal set 
representation (X, cr)l is a coluple where 1x1 = 1 and CY is a family of n one-poilm 
sets. Notice also th’at isolated vertices may be always represented by empty 
subsets. 
1.6. We say that two vertices x, y of a graph G are equivalent (x - y) 8 
!x, y) E E(G) and (u, X)E E(G) iff (u, y)~ E(G) foT every vertex uf x, y. Obvi- 
ously, the relation - is an eqltivalence on the set V(G). If we identify all 
equivalcrlt vertices Iof G we obta;? a graph whit:h N. be denoted by G/-. 
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Clearly G/ - i:i an induced subgraph of G. Let (X, a) be a set system. If 
Ai, Aj E -9 6 P j and A = Aj, then i - j in the intersection graph 0(X, CY). Thus if 
G = Qf-, then every set representation of G is simple. 
1.7. Let (X, a) and (Y, p) be two set systems with cy = (A, i E r) fi = (B,, i E ,I). J, 
couple (f, cp) where f is a bijection *between X and Y and q is a bijection between 
I and .I is called isormrphism if f[&] = Bq(ij for every i E 1. Clearly if (X, ar) is a 
simple set system then every set system isomorphic to (X, ar) is simple, too. In this 
case every isomorphism p = (f, & is uniquely determined by the vertex mapping f 
and theF&ore we may identify p with 3 
If p = (f, cp) is an isomorphi:im beween (X, ar) and (Y, p), then 9 is an 
isomorphism between corresponding imersection graphs 0(X, ac) and J2( Y, p). In 
this case we say that (Q is induced by p and we put Q = a(p). An isomorphism 
(X, (Y) + (X, cw) is called autmnorphism. The group of automorphisms of (X ar) is 
denoted by Aut(X, (x). 
1.8. Debitim. We say that a set system (X, a) is determined by intersections if
every isomorphism cp fr tween 0(X, at) and 0(X, p) is induced by an isomorphism 
p between (X, 0~) and (X, 0) for an arbitrary set system (X, #3). 
1.9. In [l] the uniquely intersectable graphs were introduced as those which have 
(up to isomorphism) only one miniial representation where the minimum is 
taken over all simple representations. For ex,ample, the complete graphs are not 
uniquely intersectable in this sense (see [I, Theorem 2.11). It will be convenient 
for our purpose to change slightly this definition. 
1.10. Bhfbitim. We say that a graph G is uniquely intersectable (u.i. graph) if G 
has (up to isomorphism) only one minimal representation where the minimum is 
taken over all set representations of G. 
l.11. The both above definitions clearly coincide in case of graphs without 
equivalent vertices (cf. 1.6). They differ e.g. for the complete graphs as those are 
in our sense uniquely intersectable (cf. 1.5). In the following the uniquely 
intersectable graphs are considered only in our sence of Definition 1.10. 
1.12. Clearly if (X, (2) is a set system determined by intersections then 0(X, ac) is 
uniquely intersectable. 
1.13. Reposition. Let G be a graph. Then G is u. i. iff G/ - is u.i. 
Let G/- 
min&al 
be not u.i. Let (X, as) and (X, &) be two nonisomorphic 
representation of G/ - . Then (X, a), (X9 p) where families Q rzsn. @ are 
constructed by adding multiple sets are not isa orphic. ‘IThus G is not u,i* 
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Suppose that G is not u.i. Let (X, cu), (X, p) l-e two nonisomorphic minimal 
repr*esentat:‘.ns of G. Consider two cases: 
(a) Equivalent vertices are represented by the same sets in both (X, OL) and 
(ri, 6). Theaa th? simple set system (X, as) and (X, pS) are not isomorphic. 
(b) There etists a pair x, y of equivalent vertices of G such that x and y are 
represented by distinct subsets of a i.e. A, # 4. Suppose that I&\ s iA,& 
Consider cwo graphs G, = G2 = G/ - such that Cl and G2 are induced subgraphs 
of G, x E V(G,), y E V(Gz) and V(c),)-{x}= V(G,)-{y}. Put 
a,=(A,~a; wV(G1)}, 
CY.~ = {A, E a : u E V(G,) -{y}} U&}, where A: = A, LJ A,. 
Clearly (X, (Y1?, :‘epii. (X, <112) are represer stations of G1, resp. G2 coincident in all 
vertices with ex*J,ption of it and y. As IA,IC\A$ the set systems (X, 1) and 
(X, CQ) are not isomorphic. Thus G/ - it; not u.i. 
1J4, P~o~c&%BKR. A set system (X, cw) is determined by ink~ctions ifl n(X, ar) is 
u.i. and Aut(X, ar) = Aut fz(X, cu). 
For the proof it is suflkient to realize I hat if (X, a) is a minimal set representa- 
tion of G, then a: Aut( 711, (x) + Aut G ts an injective mapping (cf. 1.7). 
_, ti. Combining 1.13 and 1.14 we get the following 
Prop~ition. For an arbitrary set system (X, cu) holds: (X, cw) is determined by 
ittfersections iff !X, ars) is determined by htersections. 
1.16. If convenient we shall denote by IZ the set { 1,2, . . . , n}. Der;ote by exp, n 
tresp+ expCk n) the set system formed by all k-element resp. <k elemelst subse:s 
of r,. 
Propdthn. The only minimal regresenfation of the graph G = O(n, expc,,j,zl n) is 
the set system (n, exRnlz3 n). 
Let (X, cu) be a minimal representation of G. The system Q! must form an 
antichain (i.e. tz does not contain Tao sets A, 23 with A c B). By Sperner 
Theorem [P] it i’c\llows that 1x1 = n, and the only antichains on n with cardinality 
I V(G)1 a.re exprn,::] n and exp cCi,+1)/21 n. IC n is even then [n/2] = [(n + 1)/2], if n is 
odd then Il(n, e~p[(~+~ ,/21 n) is complete. Thus 
7. Notice that the statement conver:tle to 1.1.2 does not ha!& An example is 
given b!l set system (2n, exp,: 2n). BIy 1% G = fl(2n, exp, 2n) is u.i. but 
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(2~ exp,, 24 is not determined by intersections as 
IAut(2n exp, 2~4 = (2n)!, 
1.18. Another example of a set system which is not determined by intersections 
but the intersection graph of which is u.i. was suggested by Dr. Jarik NeSetiL 
Let % = (9,s where 4p is the set of points and S? c exp 49 is the system 0; lines 
be projetilve plane. Denote by 3 -t x a set system’(X, cw) debed by X = 9 U(x), 
a = 9 U{{s p}; p E 8). Clearly the graph a(X, cu) is isomorphic to the graph 
6 = (9 U .Y, E) where 
(p, p’)~ E for all p, p’&, pf p’; 
(I, 1’)~ E for all 1, YES, I# I’; 
(p, Z)EE iff pEI, for pE9,leS 
The following sets of vertices are obviously all cliques of the maph G : 
K(p)=(p}U(kS; pEl} for pfgP, 
K(Z)=(Z)U(pdP; pEZ) for ZE% 
Both (9) U(K(p); p E !5g} and $58) U {K(Z); Z E a are systems of cliques covering 
all edges of the graph G and there is no other such a system with cardinality 
s Ig@\ +1. As the ninimal representations of the graph ase in l-l correspondence 
with minimal systems of cliques covering i=dges ( ee 17.4, Proposition 1 in [3]) the 
only minimal representation of 6 are % +x: and %*+x (where 46* is the 
projective plane dual to 3). 
If %? = 9#* (this holds for Galois planes), then the graph G is uniquely intersect- 
able because ig +x = G9* + x, and % + ;x is not determined by intersections as 
Aut G = 2, x Aut@ +x) 
(where Z2 is the cyclic group of order two). 
If $+ %*, then G is nclt u.i. but Aut G = Aut@ +x). 
2. 6 
2.1. Ihdhitiom. Let (X, CI), (X, p; be two set systems. We say that QL is a 
refinement of @ (a < ~3) if for every B E @ and x E B there exists an A E a such 
that HA cI?. I 
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2.2. Lmmma. Let (IX, cu), (X, d), (X, /3) be set systems such that f2(X, ar) = 
S2 (X, a’) and (Y <: p. Then for every isomorpteism 
q : qx, a) -+ i2(X, cd) 
there exists G set system (X, 6’) and isomorphism 
ip : Lqx, a u 3 I + In(X, a’ u p’) 
!Wh that 4 1 a = cp. 
Pcmf. Without 1.0~ of generality we may suppose that (x, a) and (X, /3) are 
simple. Let us define the mapping @ by 
cp(R)=lJ{~(A);A~cr,.qc~} forBEp, 
+(A) -g(A) for AECY 
and put 
p’ = {q(B); I3 E p}. 
It is easy to verify thitt (p has the required properties. 
2.3. The following thtdorem is the main result of [9]. Using Sperner Theorem [8] 
we give an easy proof different to that given in [U]. 
Tkore!n~ The graph J’l(n, exp, n) is uniquely intersectable for k =S n/2. 
Pro&. Let (n, (x’) be a set system such that 
f!(?; expk n) = a(& a’) 
and let q be an isom~~:~,phism between these graphs. Clearly expk n < expcn,21 n 
holds. If we apply Lemma 2.2 to ar = exp, n and p = expr,,,21 n. we obtain an 
isomer phism 
(+) q : fl(n, expk ?I UexT)[n121 n) * fi(n, a’up’) 
which extends ;p and thus 
a(4 ~~~~~~~~ n) = Nn, P’). 
ft follows by 1.16 that 0 = explni21 n and hence we may rew,ite (+) as 
Tak an arbitrary A E expk n. The number of [n/2]-sets disjoint w lth A obviousl:r 
e+nls to the numb- L.rd i;f those disjoint with @(A). Thus ]@(A)( =: k = IAl and as 
the mapping <p is l-1 -ve obtain that (n, expk n) = (n, ar). 
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2.4. Tl leorem 2.3 may be strengthened to the follow& 
Let k C, n/2 t/m the set system (n, expk x) is d&e~mitid by intersections. 
bof. Let q : l2(n, expk n)-* dl(n, a) be an isomor&ism. By 2.3 (n, a)== 
(n, expk n) and thus up is an automorphism of n(zs, expk n). Choose an arbitrary 
point x c PZ and consider a family 
yx = (Q(A); x E A E exl& n), 
which obviously satisfies: 
(i) all elements of 9x are k-sets, k < 1212, 
(ii) every two elements of 9x have a -Ionempty intersection, 
(iii) 9x is an antichain (in respect of c: ) with cardinal& (:I:). 
From the Erdiis-Ko-Rado Theorem [4; it follows that 1 n Sp, I= 1. Put f(x j = 
n 9”. It is not difllcult to verify that (9 is induced by f (i.e. cp = Q(f)). 
2.5. In [S] the following was proved. 
Theorem. Every l-l mqpping rg : exp, n -3 exp, n su& that 
(9 IAnB(=k-1 + \q(A)n@)I=k--1 
is induced by a permutcztion of n provided 2kf n. 
We give a short proof of this Theorem as a cornsequence of 2.4. We may 
suppose that 2k < n Cm in the opposite case we caz? consider exp,+ n and the 
mapping 4 defineo by #(A) = p(n -A. >. 
Consider a graph G with vertex set V(G) = exp, ;I and with ed,;es (A, B) for 
\A n B I= k - 1. It Eoll~ws from ( * ) that <P is an mmmrphisrn of G and thus q 
preserves distances) of vertices in G. As 
IAnBI=j iff dist&,B)=k-j, 
it 
a 
follows that p preserves all intersections and thus 
permutation of n. 
2.4, Q is induced bY 
2.6. Ih&&ion. Let (X, a), (X, @) be two set systems. We say that p separates a
if for every A E QI and Y c X there is a I3 E @ such that 
A nB = g i@ Y nB# {d. 
2.7. I%eor~m. Let ar C: fl and p separates IX. If (X, /3) is determined by intmsec- 
tions, then (X, a) is: determined by intersections also. 
roof, Let (X, ar), (IX, 16) with above properties be given. Suppose that there is a 
system (X, cw’) and an isomorphism 
Q : 0(X, a; --, 0(X, a’l 
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Consider p’ and the isomorphism 
(p : $-2(X, ff c9 p) -+ 92(X, a’ u p’) 
the existence of which follows by Eemma 2.2. If we restrict @ to 0 we obtain an 
isomorphkj n 
$ : MX, 0) + (x, P’). 
As (X, @) is determined by intersections there is an isomorphism 
f: w, 0) + w, F7 
such that <p = &?(;6), i.e. 
(*ie) @(k? =V(x); x E Y) 
for every YE p. 
We show that (* ) holds also for all YE (Y. In a way of contradiction suppose 
thar there is an A E cy such that q(A) f f[A]. Then A f f-‘[q(A)] which con- 
tradicts to tYae fact that p separates CL Thus cp = O(f). 
2.8. Co~oiIaq Let (Y be a system of <.$-subsets of n. I’ a <ex~~cn-1~,23 n.., then 
(n, ar) is determined by intersections. 
Pmsf. The set system exp[,,_. 1,/21 n is determined by intersections by Theorem 2.4 
and cb\ iously separates e~p<,,,~ ra. Herice by Theorem 2.6 (n, a) is determined by 
intersections. 
2.9. Co,roilary. Let n, k be such thait k s $( n - 3) and let 
1, 2” >._ . --- n2(n 1) --- (rt 1) - 6 . . -k + 
k (n-4)(n-6)**=(n-2k)’ 
Then the probability that a simple set system (n, a) with 
CY ‘= exp1: n and Ial = L 
is de~errnined by intersections I’S bigger than 1- ne-” 
roof. Let Sp = (n, a) be an above set system. Then 
Probtar < exP[(n - 1)/2] It 1 
k (n-4)(n-6) 9 l 0 (n-2k) L 
Sl- n2” l--.- -_ 
2k-1 n(n - 1) l l *(n-k+l) 
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Thus by Corollw 2.8 also 
Prob[Y is determined by intezsections]~ l*- yteVn. 
3.1. Thle k-star is a connected graph with exactly k wiges adjacent, o &e vertex. 
This vertc:x is called cemal. If G is a graph and x its vertex the c~?q&r? star of x 
is the graph formed by all edges adjacent o 3~. The degree of a vertex x is denoted 
by d(x). An edge (x, y) we willI denote by xy. If convenient we shall consider a 
graph as the set of edges only. 
3.2. Tfseorem. Let G be a graph. Then L(G) is u.i’. ijf G does not cmtain an 
edge-amalgamed triangle (i.e. there are IU) three veHices x, y, z such that d(x) = 2, 
d(y), d(z) >2 and x, y, z form a triangle in G). 
3.3. The following easy proposition as~rts that we may further conk..tr con- 
nected graphs only. 
Propasi#ion. ci: i; u.i. ifi each compment of G is ui. 
3.4. Before proving Theorem 3.2 we introduce the notion of cover. 
De&Non. Let G be a graph. A system % = {HI, I$, . . . , HF) of subgraphs of G 
each of them is isomorphic either to a triangle or to a star is called a couer of G ifi 
each pair of jincident eoges is contained in at least one E&. A cover 4% = 
WI, & l l l 9 Hrp) is calle.d minimaT if p = w@,(G)]. 
From the Proposition I, Chapter 17, 54 in [3] and from the fact that cliques of 
L(G) corresponds either to stars or to triangles of G we obtain immediately: 
3.5. Lemma. Representations of I. [G) are in a l-l c:orres~r&zce with couers of 
G. 
Proo;i. 2 ‘.le assignment of the abobre correspondence is constru<:ted as follows: If 
%=(H,,I’-r,,...,H,} is a cover c;f G we detie a representation (a, ar) where 
a=(A,;eEE’G)} and d&=(Hi;c~E(.Hi)} 
3.6. 3.2. First we show that the statement of Theorem 3.2 is 
valid for G = K1, K:!, I&, K4* It is easy to see that m(L(Kl)) = w(L(K& = 0 and 
o(L(&)) = 1 as KS can be covered by triangle. Although the graph K4 has two 
different minimal covers - one is formed by four. triangles and the other by four 3- 
stars - both corresponding representaiicms are isorrkphic to K4. Thus, the graphs 
Ki, K2, KS, & HIT u.i. 
j. 
(B) G has two minimal representations % = {H,, . . . , RIP), %’ = {I-f’,, . . . , HL} 
such that H1 is a ‘L-star, H’, is triangle containing HI and Hi = Hi for all i > 2. 
Then the corresponding representatkns are not isomorphic and thus G is not u.i. 
We show that for G d. stinct from Ki (i = 1,2,3,4) and fullfiling the condition 
of Theorem 3.2 (A) hold 3. If G co ntains an amalgamed triangle (B) holds. 
For an arbitrary verter x of G we distinguish the following five cases: 
(0) d(x) = 1. 
(1) d(x) = 2 and there ,ire vertices y, z such that d(y), d(z) >2 and x, p, z is a 
triangle (thus x is a vertex of amalgamed triangle). 
(2) d(x) = 2 and there are vertices y, z such that d(y) = 2, d(z) > 2 and x, y, z is 
a triangle. 
(3) There are vertices 2, y ,, y,, . . . , yk, k 2 2 such that x, yi, z is a triangle and 
d(yi) = 2 for all i = 1,2, . . . , k. 
(4) None of the possibilities (0), (l), (2), (3) hold. 
We say that the type of the vertex x is i, t(x) = i, if (i j holds. 
Jn the following definition the above notation is used. 
DeMtion. Let G be a graph. We say that a. cover ti is admissible if it can be 
constructed by the following way: 
( 1) For every vertex x with t(x) = 1 exactly one of the graphs {xy, xz}, 
(xy, xz, yz] is contained in %. 
(2) For e:lery vertex with t(x) = 2 take y and z as above and let (xy, yz, xz} E 3. 
(3) Let t(x).-= 3. If for all yl, y,, . . . , yk (obviously with t(yi) = 1) WC have 
chose n triangles V-7. , ,z in step (1) let either {xyl, xy2, . . . , xyk}e 42 or 
ixY19 Xi?, - - - 9 xvk, xz} E %. If there is yj, i = 1,2, . . . , k, for which the 2-star 
XYj, Z,Vj has been chosen in step (I) let {xyl, xy,, . . . , xyk, XZ}E %. 
(4) For eveq x with t(x) = 4 the star which is formed by x and all vertices 
adjactznt o x (the complete star) is an element of %. 
It is easily seen that the assumptions of the Theorem 3.2 are fullfiled iff there 
exists exactly one admissible cover. Thus the satatement of this Theorem follows 
from 
3.7. Y,timrr~~ A coo T is minimal if it is admksible. 
Prook Firs:. we show that every minimal cover is admissible. 
(a) First we prove that if % is minimal then each vertex x with t(x) = 4 is a 
central vertex of exac;ly one star. It sufkes to ‘prove that such a vertex is a central 
vertex of at least one star since a cover which contains two. stars with the same 
central vertex is clearly not minimal. 
Suppose the contrary - thus there is an x wit’h t(x) -14 and with each pair of 
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edges incident to x cove;.ed by triangle. Thus x together with its neighbour- 
hood form d complete graph. Denote the corresponding vertex set 
1 x1, x2, . . . ; x,, &I, . l : , XJ obviously r a 4. Let xl, x2, . . . , ‘x, be- the vertices of 
IG which are central vertices of some star of 48. From the ‘fad. that each 
component of G is different from K4 it follows that if t = 4, then a 3 1. The 
number of triangles of cover % which are contained in & is at least (j 1) - (z). If we 
replace all such triangles by new r - Q stars with central vertices x*+~:, . . . , x, and 
the stars of cover % with central vertices x1,. . . , x, by complete stars with the 
same central vertices we get a new cover with a smaller: cardkality, viz. 
(;)-@>r-a for 04, t>a and r=4,4>a>O. 
(b) If $1 is minimal, then % does not contain a triangle with vertices x, y! z 
subject to t(x) = t(y) = t(z) = 4 as removing triangle xyz and replacing the stars 
with central ve.rtkes x, y9 z by complete stars we get a new cover with smaller 
cardinality. 
(c) If % is minimal, then each star with the central vertex x subject to t(x) = 4 
is complete. Suppose the contrary let S be a star with a certral vertex x with 
t(x) = 4 which is not complete, i.e. there is a pair of edges whkh is covered by a 
triangle xyz. As (b) holds and as every triangle containing ii verte:x of type 3 
contains also a vertex of type 1 we may suppose that t(y) = 1 or t(y‘) = 2. The edge 
xy together with each edge incident to x different from xz must be contained in a 
star S, i.e. S conttins all edges incident to x but xz. The edges xy “, y ’ # z and xz 
are contained in :d trkmgle. From (b) it follows that t(y’) = 1 fgor all y. Thus 
’ t(x) = 3 - a contradktion. As at vertices x with t(x) = &2,3 ,the minimal cover 
satisfies (l), (2), (3), of definition and hence % is admissible. 
As all admissible covers have, by definition, the same cardinality and as 
minimal cover is admissible it follows that every admissible cover is minimal. 
3.8. Remark. We have shown that the definition of admissible cover gives an 
algorithm ,for computation of o&(G)). This may be interesting with regard to the 
fact that the computation of w(G) is in general case an NP-com;,lete problem (see 
3.9. Theorem. I& G be a conneckd graph with ar least five vertrices. Then G is 
determimd by intersections if and only if the following holh: 
(i) G mrtains mithet edge nor vertex arnalgamed triangle, 
(ii) degree of every vertex of G is at Ieast 2. 
Proof. Let G be a connected graph with at least 5 vertices, satisfying (i) and (ii). 
From this fo,llows that all vertices of G are of type 4 only. Thus the only 
aomissible cc~er of G is formed by the system of complete stars. Bly Lemma 3.7, 
G is the onl~v minimal set representation of J__(C). By the Whitne.q Theorem [lo] 
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every automorphism of L(G) is induced by an automorphism of G. Hence G is 
detenmined by intersections. 
If G does not satisfy one of (i), (ii) then w&(G))< 
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